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T H E  B E G I N N I N G S  O F  K I N G  A R T H U R  R O C K  O P E R A 

BiRGit:  Tell me about the beginning of this project.

ANdReA:  It started when Mike and Nathan and I were working on Collapsing Haussman. And I 
was like: “Mike, I really want to write a rock opera.” Mike was like, “My Dad wrote a rock 
opera.” And we asked: “What’s it about?” Then Mike called his dad and we learned that it was 
about chivalry, unicorns, King Arthur and stuff. I was like, “Great. That sounds vaguely like a 
Kate Bush reference. I can totally do this.”

MiCHAeL:  Actually what happened was that Andrea jumped up and down. 

NAtHAN:  We stopped in our tracks on the sidewalk.

BiRGit: Ok. And then what?

MiCHAeL:  I think we all shook hands?

ANdReA:  Yeah, we shook hands.

BiRGit:  I remember that as being in June or July 2012.

ANdReA:  July. And then we finished a couple of projects. And then Nathan got a tattoo on his arm and  
  I started reading The Mists of Avalon for the third time.

NAtHAN:  I got a stick ‘n’ poke tattoo from Vivienne Griffin and Cian McConn in London in October. It’s  
  a sort of art nouveau Excalibur and is technically the first work in the project.

MiCHAeL:  Meanwhile, anytime I visited my parents, I tried to talk my dad into being involved.

BiRGit:  He didn’t want to be involved in the rock opera?

MiCHAeL:  He wanted to leave it behind. He wrote it in college. He was a theater major. In his spare time
with his friends who were all theater majors and liked to sing, he wrote this rock opera and 
recorded it on a reel-to-reel.

BiRGit:  He wrote the music and the libretto? 

MiCHAeL:  Yes. Then his professor, who apparently was a real jerk, told him it was really good and should  
  be produced on Broadway, took the reels to give them to a producer and he never saw them  
  again. He didn’t want to remember it.

BiRGit:  Was he bummed that he lost the reels?

MiCHAeL:  Yeah. He only remembered one tune, which is “the unicorn song.”

BiRGit:  So you guys convinced him to write a new opera?

NAtHAN:  Ron is definitely our primary librettist. He’s coming around. He and his wife Laurie both have   
  artworks in the show at Bureau.

BiRGit:  Gabrielle, when did you become involved in this project?

GABRieLLe:  I was involved from the beginning: from the first proclamations by Merkx & Gwynne that they 
were going to make a rock opera and following countless echos of their cover of Rock Lobster piping 
through my apartment.  I invited them to produce a first episode at Bureau in November, when a spot 
in my programming opened up for January 2013. It’s that special combination of being able to only ask 
your best friends to do something huge at the last minute, and knowing them so intimately that I was 
certain they could pull it off with little time. It’s really a testament to their skills in organizing that they 
managed to get 50-plus contributors together for this giant little show.
I often help Andrea and Nathan with drafting emails, because rapid fire email writing is a skill I have, 
and one thing you learn as a curator and a producer of art exhibits is that it’s the little things like writ-
ing a checklist and drafting an email that actually are super valuable to artists in the making of exhi-
bitions. I was excited to play the role of producer for this first installment of the King Arthur Rock 
Opera.

ALLiSoN: I was excited because we’d have to come up with a thousand tiny solutions to solve whatever
space time fantasy versus reality problems we came across. I’m really interested in curating entities act-
ing as artists, or vice versa. Nathan and Dre came up with the idea to do a rock opera in stages. Maliea 
and I were invited to the first meeting about combining the first stage with an installation at Bureau.



W R I T I N G  A N D  P R O D U C I N G  A N  A R T H U R I A N 
R O C K  O P E R A  T H R O U G H  A R T  E x H I B I T I O N S

SARAH:  One thing you have to get out of your head about Arthurian stuff, is that there is one canonical
story. You have stock characters, stock locations and even stock events. Arthurian literature is like fan 
fiction. What you have to do with the project is just do whatever you want with it, and you will be true 
to the spirit of Arthurian literature. It’s about having fun with the material. I’m going to figure out what 
people want to do and find story elements that are already present in Arthurian literature, to incorpo-
rate or self-consciously deviate from, and put them together into a narrative that makes sense with a 
beginning, middle and end.

ALLiSoN:  Camelot/Avalon is a subject that everyone can relate to, but maybe especially the dreamy nerds
attracted to art in adulthood.  It has such a strong influence over fantasy-inclined imaginations. Dun-
geons and Dragons, Legend of Zelda, Lord of the Rings all have some shared vibe attributable to the 
Arthurian Legends.

SARAH:  Arthurian literature lends itself really well to performance because of these spectacular, proces
sional, ornate moments that are really packed with meaning. For example, the moment when the grail 
appears. It depends upon what meaning you want to pack it with. The meaning we’ll want to pack it 
with is going to be very different from the medieval period. It’s about using that framework and then 
doing what we want with it.

BiRGit:  How are you thinking about the Bureau space for this first show? 

ANdReA:  The space will become the Hall of the Fisher King.

BiRGit:  What do you want to shoot in it?

ANdReA:  We’re going to shoot the procession of sacred objects as depicted in the myth of Perceval. He is in   
  this court with this impotent king.

NAtHAN:  Wounded king.

ANdReA:  They’re hanging out at the dinner table and in come a couple of candelabras. He is given this 
awesome bejeweled sword, which he is told never to wield in battle because it will shatter. Then he sees 
the grail, something that would hold the sacred wafer that feeds the king forever. There are a couple of 
girls with candelabras, a boy carrying a lance that drips blood and a chalice-grail object. That’s what 
we’re going to film in the space. Actually, we’re just going to shoot close ups and a green screen plate.

BiRGit:  So, the exhibition is a set? Who made the set?

ANdReA:  Nathan and I conceived of it both as an element in an installation and also as a component in a 
video. As far as the construction we were assisted by Michael DeLucia who made a CAD of the build-out 
for us, problem solved for David Scanavino’s tile floor, and convinced us to lower the angle of the floor, 
slightly tweaking the perspective. We followed his plans pretty exactly so the angle of the floor could match 
the archways he produced. The floor itself we built with help from Josh Johnson.

ALLiSoN:  Maliea and I sewed the pleated fabric for the ceiling and velvet for the curtain border in our studio.
photo courtesy Bureau 



BiRGit:  What kinds of logistics were involved in inviting artists to contribute to the show?

MALieA:  We started with the grail, the candelabra and the lance. We were thinking of who could make
those objects. And then we were thinking we could have different versions of things, except 
for Matt Hoyt’s grail, which is featured at the perspective point with everything working its 
way up to that in the gallery space. The layout doesn’t allow much flexibility in moving pieces 
around. We gave the artists specific tasks, including angles to fit their objects into the perspec-
tival illusion. I’m so impressed how refined it turned out, over 50 people contributed great 
pieces, and that the layout allowed for every piece to be displayed well in such a tiny space is 
amazing.

I thought of Max Shubert because I had seen his wall pieces that look like heavy draped and 
folded fabric. In actuality they are solid, painted polyurethane casts. They reference both indoor 
and outdoor medieval architecture components, stone and drapery. Dmitri Hertz made wood 
and resin apples, one smaller than a standard apple, one larger. They look great on the raked 
tile floor. Natalie Labriola was making versions of hieroglyphics and emoticons, I figured she 
would easily delve into heraldry and the narrative inherent in medieval stained glass. She made 
a printed adhesive vinyl the size of the gallery’s front window, that incorporates perspective, and 
our family crests or initials.

BiRGit:  What all is happening on this set?

NAtHAN: The raked floor is tiled with linoleum by David Scanavino. Everything is in perspective. It will  
  result in a pretty convincing illusionistic space.

BiRGit:  Why was the illusionistic space important?

NAtHAN:  Viktor Kopp’s recent show at bureau was very much an inspiration for the idea of building a
forced perspective room. We were thinking about translating that into a physical environment, 
into a real built-out set. From a particular vantage point, which is the camera POV, it flattens 
into a painting.

BiRGit:  Does that mean the camera doesn’t move in this scene?

ANdReA: It will move for detail shots, but we’ll shoot some kind of background plate for the green screen  
  shoot of the action in the scene.

BiRGit:  So then this will become the set and background for one of the songs in the King Arthur  
  Rock Opera?

ANdReA:  Yes, but it will be also an art exhibition, streaming live video at timeandtemp.org and complete  
  with a soundtrack by Mike. 

NAtHAN:  This set will be used to shoot scenes in two songs in the narrative arc of the opera. Perceval is
the protagonist in the fifth and seventh songs. The set is the Hall of the Fisher King, an interior 
space of the grail castle where Perceval watches the procession of sacred objects but fails to ask 
the question, “why?”. We have demo tracks, a sketch from Mike of the seventh chapter song. 
Basically what he did was read the Wolfram text and break it out into twelve parts that are vari-
ations on this grail theme, a recurring melody or chord progression.

BiRGit:  What about the different forms of collaboration that are taking place?

ANdReA:  We’re talking about a nine phase exhibition cycle, drawing the number nine from The Idylls of the King, 
a Tennyson poem in which there are nine gems in the crown that Arthur finds and it’s a work that Kate 
Bush references in the second half of her ‘85 record, The Hounds of Love / The Ninth Wave. That’s the 
only thing we really decided. And the idea of building nine castles. So, we just come up with these ab-
stract things that we collaboratively decide and ask people to help execute them. Sometimes artworks 
are produced and they are props. Other times, the artworks are produced and they are not props, they 
are infact real art works.

NAtHAN:  The collaboration with Mike on the music for the opera: he suggested we start a band, or that 
we play regularly together as a trio. We’ll flesh out all this music that he’s generating with input from 
his dad. In addition, we have film crew collaborators, Jessica Bennett, Rome Petersson and Tonya 
Huskey, onboard to help realize the final film. For the installation or set, we spent a lot of time with the 
artists who built the actual structural components. We decided with other artists how the works will 
be executed and how they fit in the space. It’s been amazing to see unplanned connections between 
pieces, from iconography to pallette. We’re simultaneously thinking about building the installation, 
composing the music and figuring out a shoot schedule. We’re involved in all aspects of the overall 
production. It’s absolutely ridiculous, we have three jobs.

BiRGit: Music and film production is usually collaborative, on some level. There are hierarchies and 
people know what their job is. Film people learn that in film school and musicians in bands learn how 
to work with other musicians. So, the part that is most unusual, possibly contentious and stress-pro-
ducing is collaborating with artists because often they aren’t used to it. And you’re not used to it.





NAtHAN:  Every conversation with visual artists is different and we have to figure everything out as we go,  
  it’s more nebulous.

BiRGit:  Which means every collaboration with every artist is different.

ANdReA:  Everything is a different dialogue and everyone has a different sort of social tension or social 
space. I think the most interesting part is how willing our artist peers are to engage with us. 
David is doing the floor and Michael this archway. They both know Paul Jacobsen who is doing 
the trompe l’oeil back wall. These three artists agreed to give us incredible commitment interms 
of time and thought for the project. The way it all unfolded is something you don’t get in a 
professionalized collaborative framework where people are used to the definitive limits of their 
job. Because there are no rules, we can have more sharing happening from our contributors 
than we might otherwise. A film set has an objective in mind and a goal, whereas we’re looking 
to our collaborators as being people who shape what we do and give us goals.

NAtHAN:  Or maybe when you’re making a film/video or writing a song, the end goal, or the thing you are
making is more clear, like what that is supposed to be. Building this installation from an empty 
room, the goal was much vaguer to start with. The steps to get to the end or a certain level of 
finish are less clear or maybe not even defined at all. We put ourselves in a position where we 
are asking artists to produce work for us and we are in turn working for those artists. We made 
models and building plans, we cut the material, we answered some questions and we finished 
that work for them. So we are like curators and fabricators and art handlers. We’re both design-
ing the whole show, but also inviting people who we’d want to work for in a fantasy scenario.

BiRGit:  From my experience, collaborating with people can be risky. There is a chance that somebody 
will get pissed off that you normally would have been polite to. Like maybe a month ago, they 
were acquaintances and now they are pissed off because you said the wrong thing.

NAtHAN:  I think risk actually opens an exciting space of freedom to access creativity and problem solving 
without market concerns or ego getting in the way. Risk is inherent when we try to create an 
egalitarian environment, but I was never concerned with anyone being pissed off. I guess we 
had some conflicts and kerfuffles on Rock Lobster. Everything in here is more specific and 
has to fit parameters and even specific panel dimensions.We already know lot of the people 
involved. And there are a lot of people we don’t know that well. There are some people whom 
we just met. By coincidence, there are many different social and professional connections be-
tween everyone involved and they are all unique.

BiRGit:  Have you started a collaboration for the show that hasn’t worked out? 

ANdReA:  Some people didn’t get back to us, but everybody that we finally...did we fire anyone from the  
  exhibition? No.

NAtHAN:  We sent out a lot of emails and some of those never got replies. That’s totally fine.

BiRGit:  Yeah, that’s not like saying I am going to make something and then delivering something that’s  
  half-assed, and you’re left thinking “that isn’t good enough what am I going to do”?

NAtHAN:  It hasn’t happened.

ANdReA:  Who knows what’s going to happen. 

NAtHAN:  To me, the surprise is what’s fun about it. 

ANdReA:  We do have to put a ton of trust in people.

NAtHAN:  Yes, trust is how it works. We asked Paul Jacobsen because he’s an amazing bad-ass painter and 
we had total trust that he would get in touch when he was ready to execute the trompe l’oeil back wall. 
The same with Lionel Maunz. We asked him to make a bleeding lance because we know that he’s an 
awesome sculptor and a special effects genius. All we had to get him was an aquarium pump, and here 
is the bleeding lance, fully functional. Everyone we’re asking, we have complete trust and confidence in 
their particular skill sets.

ANdReA: It’s a weird process, because people are also putting a lot of trust in us that we’ll see their projects through.

NAtHAN:  They have confidence that we can figure out completion and installation for things that we have 
never seen before.

ANdReA: I think a lot of this project is about pushing the limits of what’s expected from people curating, 
what’s expected from artists, how bendable and moldable they are. What are the limits we can push, 
not just this space, but also ourselves.

NAtHAN:  How many hours can we put in? How much can we transform this space into a different space and  
  how much can we pack in? How do you write music? How do you shoot video in a tiny tiny room?

ANdReA: It’s pushing the talents and abilities of everyone involved. 
  I can’t wait to see what happens.


